
The IP network intercom broadcast system adopts the leading IP audio technology to transmit the 
audio signal in the form of data packets on the local area network and the wide area network. It is a 
pure digital transmission system.It solves the problems of limited transmission distance and easy to be 
interfered in the traditional radio system.The structure of the system is clear, only the terminal can be 
connected to the computer network to form a powerful digital communication system. Each access 
point does not need to be wired separately to realize the integration of computer network, internal com-
munication and public broadcasting.
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PLATFORM SYSTEM OVERVIEW

PRODUCT FEATURES

Server System Software

Powerful features:
Service system based onIPBroadcasting,IPBasic functions, such as intercom, multi-party audio and 
video conference, expand command and scheduling, task planning, monitoring and monitoring, intelli-
gent application, and fully openSKDSupport platform docking and calling.

Fast transfer:
Unlimited audio transmission distance, running in LAN andInternetOn the Internet, it supports a wide 
range of important applications, centralized control of broadcasting from the main campus to the sub 
campus, and simultaneous broadcasting from the headquarters to the regional divisions, so as to 
achieve fast and reliable information communication.The bandwidth occupied by each program is 
only0.1MbpsIt is not interfered by the external electromagnetic wave and occupies the lowest band-
width34kbps, call delay in LANLess than 30Millisecond.

CD sound quality:
Terminal output sound quality is closeLevel CD(44.1K, 16bit),It is more suitable for music appreciation 
and listening training, such as listening broadcast in college entrance examination and CET-4 and 
CET-6. It is no longer bothered by unclear sound, and has echo cancellation and noise suppression 
functions. Full duplex call, multi-party call and zone broadcast can be easily realized;



MAIN FUNCTIONS
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Unique security encryption:
private call, special audio coding format, Encryption processing to prevent eavesdropping;

Multi network integration application:
System terminal supports multi network layout（WIFI+Bluetooth+LAN+Internet+Telephone network) 
to achieve multi network convergence communication;

AI applications:
The system report can intelligently analyze server data, and can be accessed to support artificial intel-
ligence applications such as face recognition and language recognition;

Simple maintenance:
B/SArchitecture, remote access, multi-level user and rights management.

Simple operation:
Intuitive interface, convenient operation; (more powerful, but more convenient operation)

Less project investment:
Compatibility and standard of new and old equipmentSIPCompatible, multi system integration;

Client application:
Client can supportWindows,Android,IOSSystem installation application.

Main functions:
IP Broadcasting:the server supports terminals and servers to receive or initiate IP broadcasting;

IP intercom: support terminal to establish IP intercom between terminals through server connection;

Recording: support recording and storage of intercom, broadcast and other tasks.

System management: support parameter and task management of server and its terminal;

Command and scheduling: the server supports two command and scheduling modes: scenario and 
map;

Scheduled task: the server supports scheduled and event triggered tasks;

Multi square audio and video conference: server conference mode, supporting multi square audio and 
video conference;

Monitoring: support the terminal to monitor the audio and picture of one or more other terminals;

Intelligent application: face recognition or speech recognition

SDK expansion: the server supports the control or management expansion of SDK compatibility or 
access to other platforms



SYSTEM OPERATION ENVIRONMENT

SYSTEM APPLICATION
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Operation System: windows10 / Windows Server

CPU : Intel I5 、I7

Memory: DDR3 4GB or above

Hard disk: 120G SSD

Application 1

XC-9000 is compatible with standard SIP protocol, supports SIP Phone, SIP client, 
XC-APP registration, and realizes the intercom, broadcast and other functions 
between SIP Phone and NAS intercom terminal or XC terminal.

Application 2

XC-9000 supports the function of electronic map, can customize the terminal location 
on the map, and quickly realize the functions of intercom, broadcast, monitoring, etc. 
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Application 3

XC-9000 supports scene views, which can import floor plans, structural drawings, 3D 
renderings, and customize terminal positions on the views to quickly implement inter-
com, broadcast, and monitoring functions.
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Application 4

XC-9000 supports binding third-party video equipment (such as IPC), which can 
realize video linkage when press the button on the terminal , at the same time the 
software will popup the video of IP camera.


